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- [Master thesis] Blockchain for Change, An exploratory research on the potential of blockchain technology to create more sustainable global value chains
- [Master Thesis] Creating a Competitive Advantage from Underdeveloped General-Purpose Technologies
- [Tutorial] Setting up a Hyperledger Fabric infrastructure using CAs
- A Model-Driven Approach to Establishment of Private Blockchain Business Networks
- An Application of Blockchain Distributed Systems for Supply Chains in the Pharmaceutical Industry
- Block by Block
- Blockchain Technologies for the Internet of Things: Research Issues and Challenges
- Boosting Transition to Paperless Trade – Mapping Traditional Trade Contracts to Smart Contracts
- Developing a Log Storage System using Hyperledger
- On the design of a Blockchain-based system to facilitate Healthcare Data Sharing
- Shared Lifecycle Management
- Transitioning to a Hyperledger Fabric Hybrid Quantum Resistant Classical Public Key Infrastructure
- Using Blockchains to Strengthen the Security of Internet of Things
- When GDPR becomes real, and Blockchain is no longer Fairy Dust
- Work in Serbian
- Zero-Knowledge Proof: Verifying Blockchain Transactions with Less Risk